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Abstract 

Automobile anti-lock braking system (ABS) is an important component of vehicle active safety control system and is 

widely used in various automobiles. In the car braking process, the car equipped with ABS can effectively shorten the 

braking distance, and avoid vehicle side-slip, etc., ensuring the braking performance and driving safety of the vehicle. In 

order to further improve the performance and robustness of automobile ABS, a robust ABS control method based on road 

recognition is proposed for the current ABS control method. Based on the fuzzy logic control method, the road surface 

adhesion coefficient is estimated to realize the road surface recognition, and the optimal slip rate is dynamically obtained. 

According to the slip rate, a robust controller of ABS is designed. The simulation results show that the robust controller of 

ABS has good control effect and robustness and can estimate the road adhesion coefficient in real time. 
© 2022 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of the automobile industry and 

the increase of car ownership, the rate of road traffic 

accidents is also increasing. One of the main factors which 

causes a lot of traffic accidents and affects traffic safety is 

driving the car without road information acquisition. To 

assure the stability of the vehicle under the condition of the 

critical, anti-lock braking system (ABS), acceleration slip 

regulation (ASR) and electronic stability program (ESP) 

have become a necessity for modern car active safety 

control system [1-2]. ABS can automatically adjust the 

wheel braking torque to avoid the phenomenon of lock and 

slip in the braking process. The vehicle is controlled near 

the optimal slip rate to ensure that the wheel braking has 

sufficient ground braking force and large lateral force, to 

improve the directional stability and steering 

maneuverability of the vehicle, and shorten the braking 

distance [3].  

The control method is the core technology of ABS. 

Most mature ABS control methods are based on the 

threshold of speed increment and decrease and the 

reference slip rate. Although simple and practical, there are 

some difficulties in debugging and road identification. At 

present, a variety of ABS control methods with the slip 

rate as the control target have become the research hotspot. 

This kind of control method is in the form of continuous 

quantity control to keep the slip rate optimal and stable 

during braking. The main control algorithms used in the 

study of ABS control based on slip rate include logic 

threshold [4-5], Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) [6-

7], fuzzy neural network [8-9], sliding mode control [10-

11], optimal control [12-13] and other algorithms. Fu et al. 

[14] took a dangerous goods transport vehicle as the 

research object and took the slip rate as the control 

objective, designed the ABS system with three control 

strategies of Bang-Bang control PID control and adaptive 

fuzzy PID control, and carried out simulation analysis. 

Emam et al. [15] designed the proportional integral 

derivative (PID) and fuzzy logic control (FLC) control 

algorithms based on the optimal slip rate, and carried out 

simulation tests on rough dry and wet roads, and the 

results showed that the fuzzy logic algorithm had better 

control effect. Xu [16] designed a PID control algorithm 

and a fuzzy PID control algorithm based on the slip rate 

for anti-lock braking of new energy vehicles. Through 

MATLAB simulation experiments, it can be proved that 

the response speed and control precision of the fuzzy PID 

control algorithm, stability and security can be effectively 

improved. In order to make full use of the road adhesion 

ability to improve the braking safety of electric vehicles. 

On the basis of analyzing the shortcomings of the 

traditional control algorithm of ABS, He et al. [17] 

proposed a fuzzy immune adaptive PID control algorithm 

combining the biological immune principle and the 

adaptive ability of fuzzy logic reasoning. This method had 

the characteristics of small overshoot, fast response, short 

braking distance and strong anti-interference ability. Jia et 
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al. [18] proposed a kind of ABS adaptive fuzzy PID 

controller. According to the simulation test, the 

performance of ABS controlled by adaptive fuzzy PID had 

been greatly improved compared with the conventional 

braking system. It had the characteristics of online self-

tuning parameters, and had good stability adaptability and 

robustness. Mao et al. [19] proposed an ABS fuzzy 

immune PID controller. By comparison with traditional 

PID control through simulation tests, the fuzzy PID free 

control algorithm had more advantages and higher security 

in anti-lock braking control. At present, there are more 

researches on adaptive control or neural control. Yao et al. 

[20] proposed a kind of ADRC of automobile anti-lock 

braking system, built automobile dynamics model, brake 

system model, tire model and slip rate model and other 

major models, designed ABS second-order nonlinear 

ADRC controller based on slip rate and used 

MATLAB/Simulink software to control based on active 

disturbance rejection control (ADRC). Wang et al. [21] 

proposed an electric vehicle anti-lock braking system 

control method based on radial basis function neural 

network road recognition. The slip rate was used as the 

target parameter, and an ABS control strategy combining 

fuzzy control and predictive control was designed with 

this, and a braking torque distribution strategy was 

formulated at the same time. Shen et al. [22] established a 

theoretical model of vehicle anti-lock braking system 

based on optimal control theory, and compared the effect 

of ordinary braking and ABS control based on optimal 

control algorithm through simulation analysis. Wu et al. 

[23] proposed the optimal tracking control of the slip rate 

for the anti-lock braking system of high-speed vehicles 

under complex road conditions. Similarly, sliding mode 

control was also the main control algorithm of ABS due to 

its robustness, but its chattering cannot be eliminated, 

which seriously affected its performance. In order to 

eliminate chattering and enhance its performance, Wang et 

al. [24] proposed an ABS sliding mode variable structure 

control method based on road surface recognition. This 

method can recognize the road surface based on the road 

characteristic coefficient method, dynamically obtain the 

optimal slip rate of the current vehicle, and then carry out 

sliding mode variable structure control on the vehicle ABS 

based on the optimal slip rate. Peri et al. [25] proposed a 

minimum variance control based on digital sliding mode. 

In the proposed control, the minimum variance enabled the 

digital sliding mode control to be designed only based on 

the output measurement of ABS, while the sliding mode 

control increased the robustness of ABS under certain 

conditions. Chereji et al. [26] proposed an antilock braking 

system based on sliding mode control algorithm, and 

introduced two kinds of sliding mode control based on 

Lyapunov sliding mode Controller (LSMC) and Reach law 

sliding mode controller (RSMC), and introduced the 

performance of the algorithm and its application in 

strongly nonlinear antilock braking system. Wang et al. 

[27] proposed an improved optimal sliding mode control 

method for automobile hydraulic anti-lock braking system 

to achieve robustness and optimal control performance. 

Wanaskar et al. [28] proposed a robust sliding mode 

controller based on disturbance observer. In order to verify 

the robustness of the controller, a braking simulation was 

carried out on a two-axle vehicle model under dry asphalt 

pavement with snow cover and changing road conditions. 

Hossein et al. [29] proposed a new prediction-based robust 

controller for antilock braking system, which can 

guarantee the stability of antilock braking system under 

uncertainty.  

In view of the current ABS control algorithm, in 

overcoming the high non-linearity, time variability and 

parameter uncertainty of ABS control, there are problems 

such as poor anti-interference ability and poor ability to 

adapt to parameter changes. The most important problem 

of ABS controller with slip rate as the control target is the 

stability of the control, that is, the robustness of the 

system. To improve the robustness of the system, the ABS 

robust control based on road surface recognition is 

proposed in this paper. The method realizes road 

identification by fuzzy logic control algorithm, estimates 

road adhesion coefficient in real time, and obtains optimal 

dynamic slip rate. With slip rate as the control objective, 

ABS robust controller is designed and compared with the 

traditional PID control method. In this paper, an eight-

degree-of-freedom vehicle model is established as the 

research object, and then the braking experiment and road 

identification simulation of the control method are carried 

out through MATLAB/Simulink software to verify its 

effectiveness. 

2. Vehicle Dynamics Model  

2.1. Vehicle Model with Eight Degrees of Freedom 

In this paper, the vehicle is simplified as a vehicle 

model with eight degrees of freedom [30-31]. The vehicle 

dynamics model is shown in Figure 1, including the 

transverse motion, longitudinal motion, yaw motion, roll 

motion, and the rotation motion of four wheels around 

their respective axes. 

The following assumptions are made for the vehicle 

model: 

1. It is assumed that the road surface is relatively smooth, 

without the vertical and pitching motion of the vehicle 

in the vertical direction; 

2. It is assumed that the origin of the moving coordinate 

system solidified with the vehicle coincides with the 

center of mass of the vehicle; 

3. Ignore the rolling resistance and air resistance during 

the movement of tires; 

4. It is assumed that each tire has the same mechanical 

characteristics; 

5. It is assumed that the tire angle on the same shaft is the 

same in the steering process. 
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Figure 1. Vehicle dynamics model 

Lateral motion： 

     1 2 1 2 3 4sin cosy x x x df y y df y y sm v v r F F F F F F m h                                                              (1) 

Longitudinal motion： 

     x 1 2 1 2 3 4cos siny x x df y y df x x sm v v r F F F F F F m h r                                                              (2) 

Horizontal pendulum motion： 

     2 1 1 2 4 3

1 2 1 2 3 4

cos sin
2 2 2

( )sin ( )cos ( )

f f r
z xz x x df y y df x x

x x df y y df y y
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                                                    (3) 

Rolling motion: 

 sinx s df s y xI K C m gh m h v v r                                                                                                              (4) 

Rolling of the wheels： 

 1,2,3,4i di xi w diI T F R T i                                                                                                                          (5) 

In the formula, m is the mass of vehicle 

reconditioning, kg ; 
sm is the sprung mass of the car, kg

; 
xv and

yv respectively represent the velocities of 

vehicles along the X and Y direction, /m s ; r is the 

angular velocity of the pendulum, /rad s ; 

 1,...,4xiF i  、  1,...,4yiF i  respectively represent 

the longitudinal force and transverse force of the tire, N ; 

 1,...,4diT i  is dynamic output braking torque, N m

;  1,...,4diT i  is the wheel driving torque, N m ; a , 

b respectively represent the distance from the center of 

mass to the front and back axis, m ; h is height of the 

center of mass, m ;
fT and 

rT respectively represent the 

front and rear wheel spacing, m ; 
df is driver angle input, 

rad ; 
xI , 

zI and 
xzI represent the moment of inertia and 

product of inertia of the sprung mass around the X and 

Z axes, respectively, 
2kg m ;  ,  and  respectively 

represent the body roll angle, roll angular velocity, and roll 

angular acceleration, rad , /rad s , and 2/rad s ; K is 

the Suspension roll stiffness, /N m rad ; C is 

suspension damping, /N m s rad  ;  1,...,4wiI i   

represents rotational inertia of the wheels and their 

components, 
2kg m ; 

wR is wheel radius, m ; 

 1,...,4i i   is the angular velocity of the wheel, 

/rad s . 

2.2. Brake system model 

When braking, the brake hydraulic transmission system 

can be simplified into a solenoid valve link, a first-order 

inertia link and an integral link. The simplified model 

transfer function is shown in formula (6) [3]: 

( )
( 1)p

K
G s

s T s


 
                                           (6) 

In the formula, s is the Laplace operator; K is the 

system gain; 
pT is the time constant. 

2.3. Tire Model 

Considering the nonlinearity in the process of tire 

motion, the Dugoff model [32] is adopted to analyze the 

force on the tire. 

Longitudinal force of the tire is given as: 

 
1

xi x iF C f S






                                           (7) 

Lateral force of the tire is given as: 

 
tan

1

i
yi y iF C f S







                                           (8) 
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 In the formula, 
xC is longitudinal stiffness of 

tire, /N m rad ; 
iS is the parameter set in the middle. 

is the longitudinal slip of tire; 
yC is lateral stiffness of tire, 

/N m rad ;  1,...,4i i  is wheel side slip angle, rad

.  is the longitudinal road adhesion coefficient. 

2.4. Vertical Load of the Wheel  

The vertical load of each wheel is given as: 

     1

( )

2 2

y f fx
z

f f

mhv b K Cmhvmgb
F

a b a b a b T T

  
   

  
(11) 

     

( )y r rx
z2

f f

mhv b K Cmhvmgb
F = +

2 a+b 2 a+b a+b T T

  
    (12) 

     

( )cg r rx
z3

r r

mh va K Cmhvmga
F = +

2 a+b 2 a+b a+b T T

  
   (13) 

     

( )y r rx
z4

r r

mhv a K Cmhvmga
F = + +

2 a+b 2 a+b a+b T T

  
 (14) 

In the formula, 
fC is front suspension roll damping, 

/N m s rad  ; 
rC is rear suspension roll damping, 

/N m s rad  ; 
fK is front suspension roll stiffness, 

/N m rad ; 
rK is rear suspension roll stiffness, 

/N m rad . 

2.5. Each Wheel Side Slip Angle and Speed of the Wheel 

Center 

Each wheel side slip angle and speed of the wheel 

center are given as: 

y

1 df

x f

v +ar
= arctan

v -0.5T r
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                         (18) 

   1 s  co sinx f df y dfv v 0.5T r v +ar          (19) 

   2 cos sinx f df y dfv v +0.5T r v +ar        (20) 

 3 x rv = v 0.5T r                                           (21) 

 4 x rv = v +0.5T r                                          (22) 

2.6. Slip Rate Calculation  

100% 1 100% ( 1,2,3,4)x i i w

x x

v v R
i

v v

 


 
      

 
(23) 

In the formula,  1, ,4iv i    is the velocity of the 

wheel center, /m s . 

3. H Robust Control Design of Automobile Anti-lock 

Braking System 

3.1. ABS System Equation  

To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, a single-

wheel vehicle model is used for algorithm research based 

on the D'Alembert principle. The model is simplified as 

two degrees of freedom of the vehicle body in the driving 

direction and the wheel around the spindle direction. The 

vehicle dynamics model is shown in Figure 2. 



T W

wR

zF

xF

v

 
Figure 2. Two-degree-of-freedom vehicle dynamics model 

 x xbMv F                                           (24) 

 xb w dI F R T                             (25) 

 
xb

z

F

F
                                           (26) 

In the formula, M  is the mass of the car allocated to 

the wheels, kg ; Fxb is the ground braking force, N . 

Assuming that the change of vehicle speed is less than 

that of wheel speed during anti-lock braking, the definition 

of slip ratio is derived as follows: 

 
2

w w
x

x x

R R
v

v v


                             (27) 

To facilitate the mathematical processing and 

simulation research in the control process, the brake is 

assumed to be an ideal component in the calculation, and 

its nonlinear characteristics are considered weak and the 

impact of its hysteresis is ignored. Therefore, the brake 

simplified equation is:  

 dT C p                                            (28) 

In the formula, C is the brake efficiency factor; p is 

the brake pressure. 

Regarding the braking pressure and wheel slip rate of 

the anti-lock brake system as state variables, the 

mathematical model of the ABS system is simplified by 
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referring to the model simplification method of the 

literature [22]. The state equation of the system is: 

 

1
0 1

0

p

p

w x

Tp p
T

CR F

I v Mv

 

 
   

                     
 

               (29) 

The output equation Y is: 

  0 1
p

Y


 
  

 
                                         (30)  

3.2. H Robust Control Design 

The standard H
control problem is shown in Figure 

3. The principle is to design a feedback controller  K s  

to optimize the infinite norm of performance indicators. 

That is，  K s  minimizes the H
 norm of the objective 

function P while stabilizing the controlled object. The 

performance index is expressed by the transfer function 

H
: 

inf ( )J P s


                                          (31) 

In the formula, J is performance indicators; ( )P s is 

transfer function matrix including actual objects and 

weighting functions, etc. 

P

K(s)

w

u

z

y

Figure 3. Standard H
 control problem 

In the figure, P  is the controlled object; ( )K s  is the 

feedback controller; w  is the external input signal; u  is 

the control input signal; z  is the control quantity; y  is 

the output signal.  

Suppose the state space realization of the transfer 

function ( )P s is obtained by formula (32): 

 

1 2

1 11 12

2 21 22

x Ax B w B u

z C x D w D u

y C x D w D u

  

  

  

                         (32) 

In the formula, x  is the state variable. 

Formula (32) can also be expressed as: 

1 2

11 12

1 11 12

21 22

2 21 22

( )

A B B
P P

P s C D D
P P

C D D

 
   

    
    

 (33) 

Block ( )P s  and H  performance objective function 

formula (31) are combined as: 
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(34) 

In the formula, 1W  and 2W  are weighting functions; G  

is the state space realization of the transfer function. 

The idea of robust control is to transform the 

performance and stability requirements of the system into 

the constraints of low frequency and high frequency of the 

closed loop transfer function. Because it is impossible to 

simultaneously satisfy the sensitivity index and robust 

stability in the full frequency domain, it is necessary to 

coordinate and optimize the two performance index 

parameters. Therefore, an optimization index with 

simultaneous weighting of performance and stability is 

proposed, that is, to seek the infinitesimal norm of 

controller K to stabilize G to satisfy the inequality. [33]:  

 
1

2

( )
1

( ( )

W S s

W I S s





                         (35) 

In the formula, ( )S s is the sensitivity function. 

Among them, the sensitivity function is: 

 
1( ) ( ( ( ) ( )))S s I G s K s                            (36) 

The selection principle of weighting function is as 

follows: 

1. Decrease sensitivity in middle and low frequency 

region. Due to the existence of target input and 

interference spectrum in the middle and low frequency 

bands, the sensitivity characteristics are greatly 

affected, so the sensitivity reduction processing is 

carried out in the middle and low frequency bands. 

2. Increase sensitivity in high frequency region. In the 

high frequency region, due to the bad model accuracy 

and sensor noise, the robust stability is greatly affected, 

and the sensitivity increment is increased to improve 

the anti-high frequency noise characteristics and 

stability. 

According to the above selection principle, weighting 

functions 
1W  and 

2W  are selected according to the 

characteristics of ABS control system. The robust control 

weighting function 2W  is the model error bound, so the 

definition of 2W  should be defined according to the error 

shape. According to the analysis of the wheel dynamics 

equation, it is concluded that it is a first-order inertial link, 

and the error transfer function of the model does not 

decrease in the high frequency region when the parameters 

have errors. In order to make the parameters change in a 

certain range, 
-1

2 =10( /100+1)/( +1)W s s  is selected 

according to the simulation practice. According to the 

ABS control principle based on slip rate, the ABS control 

system requires the output slip rate to track the expected 

slip rate, and the step response of the system error is 

required to asymptotically approach zero. Therefore, when 

selecting 
1W , the sensitivity function is guaranteed to be 
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as small as possible. In addition, the requirements of 1W  

and 2W  are in conflict, so the relationship between the two 

functions should be coordinated, and 
1

1 =( +1)/( /100+1)W s s
 is selected. 

In this paper, the MATLAB robust control box is used 

to solve the H  robust control, and the mksys () and 

augtf () functions in the robust control box are used to 

establish variables describing the system and turn the 

augmented transfer function model into a standard H

control problem. The optimal H control problem is 

solved by using the hinpof () function. This article takes a 

certain type of car as the research object, and the vehicle 

structure parameters are shown in Table 1. 

According to the above analysis and the state equation 

of anti-lock system, the H robust controller is solved by 

using hinfpof command in MATLAB software, and the 

result is a fourth-order model. 

By building the vehicle model, braking system, and 

road recognition module in MATLAB/Simulink, the H

robust controller is finally used to control the ABS system. 

The control principle is shown in Figure 4. 

Table 1. Vehicle Structure Parameters 

Parameters and symbols Numerical value/unit 

Vehicle mass m 1764 kg 

Sprung mass ms 1646 kg 

The distance from the center of mass to the 

front axis a 

1.09 m 

The distance from the center of mass to the 

back axis b 

1.53 m 

Vehicle wheelbase of front and rear Tf, Tr  1.535 m 

Tire radius Rw 0.35 m 

Height of the center of mass h 0.30 m 

Moment of inertia of sprung mass around X 

axis Ix 

288 kg⸱m2 

Moment of inertia of wheel and its 

components Iω 

2400 kg⸱m2 

Moment of inertia of sprung mass around the 

Z axis Iz 

1353 kg⸱m2 

Longitudinal stiffness of tire Cx 70000 N·m/rad 

Lateral stiffness of tire Cy 55000 N·m/rad 

Suspension roll damping Cϕ 4000 N·m·s/rad 

Suspension roll stiffness Kϕ 50000 N·m/rad 

6 7 8 8

4 6 7 7

3.623 4 1.124 10 3 3.975 10 2 1.886 10 2.406 10
( )

4 2.263 10 3 4.92 10 2 7.148 10 6.658 10

s s s s
K s

s s s s

  

  

        


       
                                  (37) 

Robust controller Braking System

Road recognition 

module

Brake pressure Braking torque

T

p

xFLongitudinal force

Vehicle model

Optimal slip rate

Actual slip rate

0



Actual slip rate





 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of control system 
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4. Estimation of Road Adhesion Coefficient and 

Calculation of Optimal Slip Ratio 

By analyzing the relationship between tire longitudinal 

force and slip rate, the adhesion coefficient of the road 

surface is determined. The Burckhardt tire longitudinal 

force model is selected as the research object, and various 

typical road surfaces are fitted through a large number of 

road tests    (adhesion coefficient-slip rate) 

relationship curve. The expression is given as [34]: 

     1 2 31 expc c c                (38) 

In the formula,
1c , 

2c and 
3c are the fitting 

coefficients obtained from the experiment. 

4.1. Design Road adhesion coefficient estimation based on 

fuzzy logic algorithm 

Taking a single wheel as the road identification object, 

the longitudinal force 
xF and slip rate  of the tire are 

obtained by using the above eight-degree-of-freedom 

vehicle model and the Dugoff tire model. The longitudinal 

force 
xF and slip rate  are used as the input of the road 

identification module by using the fuzzy logic control to 

realize the identification of the current road. 

1. Parameter fuzzification 

It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the wheel slip 

rate is low, the discrimination of the road surface is low, 

and it is more difficult to identify the current road surface. 

When the slip rate is low, the identification of the road 

surface will not affect the work of the chassis safety 

system. 

As shown in Figure 5, the slip rate is fuzzified into two 

fuzzy subsets [0,0.01) and (0.01,1]. When the slip rate is 

greater than 0.16, the membership degree of the fuzzy 

subset of the large slip rate is 1. According to experience, 

the tire longitudinal force is normalized and blurred, as 

shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 5. The fuzzification of wheel slip rate 

 
Figure 6. The fuzzy normalization of wheel longitudinal force 

2. Fuzzy rulemaking 

The identification results are continuously adjusted to 

make them consistent with the actual situation. The fuzzy 

rules are shown in Table 2. The fuzzy wheel slip rate and 

the normalized and fuzzy wheel longitudinal force are 

taken as the input of the fuzzy inference system, and the 

fuzzy weights coefficients 
1c , 

2c and 
3c are outputs. 

Table 2. Fuzzy rule table 

Rule 
Input output 

λ Fx c1 c2 c3 

1 min none max min max 

2 max min min max min 

3 max mid mid mid mid 

4 max max max min max 

3. Clarification 

After the wheel slip rate and longitudinal force are 

blurred, they need to be cleared to get the desired output. 

Using the advantages of Gaussian membership function, 

the output weight coefficient is given better resolution. 

Combined with Figure 7, the center of gravity method is 

used to clarify the amount of blur [35]. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Clarifying fuzzy subsets and membership functions 
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4.2. Calculation of Optimal Slip Ratio 

According to equation (38), let / 0    , and get 

the optimal slip rate: 

 1 2
0

2 3

1
ln

c c

c c
                                           (39) 

In the formula, 
0  is the optimal slip rate; 

1c , 
2c and 

3c  are the weight coefficients obtained by fuzzy logic 

algorithm. 

5. Simulation Results and Analysis 

5.1. Simulation Results and Analysis of Robust Control 

 This paper selects a certain type of car as the 

research object, and the vehicle structure parameters 

are described in Table 1 above. The test condition 

selects a road with a road adhesion coefficient of 

0.8  , and the vehicle speed is set to 80 km/h. The 

simulation model of ABS is established by Matlab / 

Simulink software platform, and the obtained ( )K s  

is used as the robust controller of ABS to simulate, 

and the dynamic response of the system is obtained. 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 8-10. 

Figure 8. Slip rate curve 

 
Figure 9. Road adhesion coefficient 

 
Figure 10. Robust control of vehicle speed, wheel speed, and 

braking distance curve 

According to Figure 8, the wheel slip rate basically 

changes around the optimal slip rate, indicating that the 

front and rear wheels can make full use of the maximum 

ground adhesion to improve the braking performance, so 

that the car can stop within the shortest distance. 

According to Figure 9, it shows that the road surface 

recognition module can accurately estimate the current 

road surface adhesion coefficient and has a better control 

effect. As shown in Figure 10, after the ABS system is 

used, the vehicle speed and wheel speed are constantly 

decreasing, and finally reduced to 0 at the same time, 

indicating that the wheels are locked when the vehicle 

brake stops, which improves the handling stability in the 

braking process. According to the national passenger 

vehicle braking standard, when the braking speed is 

80 /km h , the braking distance needs to meet 50.7m . 

According to the braking distance curve, when the braking 

speed is 80 /km h , the braking distance is 

34.56 50.7m m ,which meets the national standard. 

5.2. Simulation Comparative Analysis of Traditional PID 

Control and Robust Control 

Traditional PID algorithm is a widely used and mature 

control method. It does not need to understand the 

mathematical model of the controlled object, as long as the 

parameters are adjusted online according to the system 

situation, and the appropriate proportional, integral and 

differential coefficients are matched [36]. The simulation 

model of ABS is established by MATLAB/Simulink 

software platform. Based on the traditional PID algorithm, 

the dynamic response of the system is obtained. The 

simulation results are shown in Figure 11-14. 

 
Figure 11. Slip rate curve 
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Figure 12. Road adhesion coefficient 

 
Figure 13. Braking distance curve 

 
Figure 14. Vehicle speed and wheel speed curve 

According to the simulation results in Figure 11 and 12, 

Wheel slip rate of ABS system based on the traditional 

PID control algorithm basically changes near the optimal 

slip rate, and the road surface identification module can 

accurately estimate the road surface adhesion coefficient, 

which has a good control effect. According to Figure 13, 

the braking distance satisfies 50.7m  and meets the 

national standard.  
 

 

 

 

Table 3. Braking effect 

control arithmetic Braking time (s) 
Braking distance 

(m) 

Traditional PID 

controller 
3.15 35.99 

Robust controller 3.09 34.56 

As can be seen from Figure 11-13 and Table 3, when 

the robust controller works, the car stops at 3.09 s and the 

braking distance is 34.56 m. When the traditional PID 

controller is used, the car stops at 3.15 s and the braking 

distance is 35.99 m. According to Figure 14, the change 

curve of speed and wheel speed based on traditional PID 

control are not as smooth as that of robust control. In terms 

of control accuracy, response time and robust stability, the 

robust controller is more superior than the traditional PID 

controller. The robust controller can ensure that the car 

completes the braking process with shorter braking 

distance and less braking time, and the safety factor is 

higher 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the robust ABS controller based on road 

surface recognition is designed. The adhesion coefficient 

of road surface is estimated by fuzzy logic control method 

to realize road surface recognition, and the optimal slip 

rate is obtained dynamically. According to the obtained 

dynamic slip rate, the robust controller of ABS is 

designed. Compared with the traditional PID control ABS 

system, the ABS system based on robust control can 

control the wheel slip rate near the optimal slip rate, make 

full use of the maximum ground adhesion, and obtain 

sufficient ground brake force. The robust controller can 

ensure that the car completes the braking process with a 

shorter braking distance and braking time, with higher 

safety factor, rapid response, better robustness and 

stability, and the overall control effect is better than PID 

control. Therefore, it can provide a theoretical reference 

for the actual ABS control system.  
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